Abstract
Free-living planarian flatworms have a long history of experimental usage owing to their remarkable regenerative abilities. Small fragments excised from these animals reform the original body plan following regeneration of missing body structures. For example if a 'trunk' fragment is cut from an intact worm, a new 'head' will regenerate anteriorly and a 'tail' will regenerate posteriorly restoring the original 'head-to-tail' polarity of body structures prior to amputation (Figure 1A).

Regeneration is driven by planarian stem cells, known as 'neoblasts' which differentiate into ~30 different cell types during normal body homeostasis and enforced tissue regeneration. This regenerative process is robust and easy to demonstrate. Owing to the dedication of several pioneering labs, many tools and functional genetic methods have now been optimized for this model system. Consequently, considerable recent progress has been made in understanding and manipulating the molecular events underpinning planarian developmental plasticity.

The planarian model system will be of interest to a broad range of scientists. For neuroscientists, the model affords the opportunity to study the regeneration of an entire nervous system, rather than simply the regrowth/repair of single nerve cell process that typically are the focus of study in many established models. Planarians express a plethora of neurotransmitters, represent an important system for studying evolution of the central nervous system and have behavioral screening potential.

Regenerative outcomes are amenable to manipulation by pharmacological and genetic approaches. For example, drugs can be screened for effects on regeneration simply by placing body fragments in drug-containing solutions at different time points after amputation. The role of individual genes can be studied using knockdown methods (in vivo RNAi), which can be achieved either through cycles of microinjection or by feeding bacterially-expressed dsRNA constructs. Both approaches can produce visually striking phenotypes at high penetrance-for example, regeneration of bipolar animals. To facilitate adoption of this model and implementation of such methods, we showcase in this video article protocols for pharmacological and genetic assays (in vivo RNAi by feeding) using the planarian Dugesia japonica.

Protocol
1. Trunk fragment regeneration assay

1. Stop feeding a cohort of worms for at least 5 days before the regenerative assay to ensure animals are free of waste and ingested food (~30 intact worms, each worm ~8-10 mm long post-starvation).
2. On the day of the assay, rinse a pre-frozen leveled ice dish with water and cover the flat iced surface with plastic wrap. Using forceps, place one filter paper on the plastic wrap.
3. Moisten the filter paper with a few drops of spring water. Transfer planarians onto filter (<20 worms per filter) using a transfer pipette. Worms can be repositioned on filter, if necessary, by repipetting with more spring water. Remove excess fluid.
4. Using a scalpel, amputate the head by a single cut made approximately halfway between the anterior apex of the animal and the anterior end of the pharynx (Figure 1A).
5. Using a scalpel, amputate the tail region by a single cut made approximately halfway between the tail end of the animal and posterior end of the pharynx (Figure 1A). Remove excess mucus on the scalpel using a paper towel moistened with 70% ethanol after cutting. Wipe excess ethanol from scalpel.
6. Transfer filter via forceps into a Petri dish (100 x 25mm depth) containing spring water. Wait ~3 minutes (for wound closure, observable by a pinching and darkening of the wound).
7. Rinse trunk fragments from filter paper into Petri dish containing desired medium for regenerative assay and transfer to thermostatted incubator (24 °C).
8. Score regenerative phenotype after ~1 week, when regenerated structures are identifiable (Figure 1A).
2. Pharmacological manipulation of regeneration: bipolarity induced by praziquanetel

1. Prepare praziquantel (PZQ) stock by solubilizing drug in DMSO (62.4mg PZQ in 1mL for 200mM stock). Use on same day.
2. Make 50mL of drug-containing solution (90 μM PZQ) in buffered Montjuch salts. Vortex for ~1 minute to ensure dispersion.
3. Perform trunk fragment regenerative assay as detailed above [protocol #1], exposing a cohort of trunk fragments to PZQ at the final step [1.7].
4. After 24-48 hours, exchange PZQ-containing media for spring water, washing worms several (>3) times.
5. Return worms to incubator. Score bipolarity (two-heads, Figure 1B) one week after cutting.

3. Genetic manipulation of regeneration: *in vivo* RNAi feeding protocol

1. Prior to assay, prepare chicken liver homogenate. Discard fatty, yellow colored sections from foodstock, and purée remaining liver. Filter purée through mesh strainer and aliquot suspension for storage (1.5mL tubes, -20 °C).
2. Prior to assay, prepare bovine red blood cells (RBCs) by aliquoting supply into 1mL samples, stored at -20°C.
3. Select worms for RNAi. Three cohorts are used: gene of interest, positive control (gene with known RNAi phenotype; Figure 1C, D & E) and negative control (gene with no RNAI phenotype, also useful for assessment of knockdown levels compared to experimental cohort). For each cohort, use ~250 worms (~8-10 mm long after starving for at least 5 days). Store in spring water in plastic tub.
4. For each RNAI cohort, thaw stock of E. coli expressing dsRNA targeting gene of interest [8], along with a tube of chicken liver homogenate [3.1] and a tube of RBCs [3.2].
5. Pellet bacteria (13,000g, 1 minute). Remove supernatant and resuspend pellet in 2xYT media (~700μl). Recentrifuge, discard supernatant, place pellet on ice.
6. Create a large bore P200 pipette tip by cutting off the end of the tip. Thoroughly resuspend the bacterial pellet in a mixture of chicken liver homogenate (150 μL) and RBCs (50 μL) to create RNAI feeding mix. Remove air bubbles by centrifugation.
7. For feeding, remove the majority of the water from the plastic tub containing worms (leave 1 inch depth). Swirl tub to concentrate worms at the center of this container, and pipette RNAI feeding mix in a circle corralling worms. Use a transfer pipette to carefully coax escapes back onto the RNAI feeding mix without perturbing other diners!
8. After feeding (~1 hour), identify planarians that fed well. These worms show a deep red coloration from ingested RBCs. Discard others.
9. Carefully replace feeding solution with fresh spring water, minimizing disturbance to prevent egestion of food. To do this, gently localize the worms to one side of the tube using a transfer pipette, pour out turbid water, and carefully replace with fresh water poured down the opposite wall of the tub. Resubmerge planarians quickly as prolonged exposure to air also results in food egestion.
10. Loosely seal container lid and return to incubator (24°C)
11. Repeat RNAI feeding protocol over multiple cycles (~2-3 days apart), interspersed with regenerative cycles [protocol #1] to screen for RNAI phenotypes. A standard protocol for feeding and regeneration effective for many genes is shown in Figure 2, which takes ~1 month in total duration.

Modify this scheme for different genes, as optimal protocol will depend on factors such as mRNA stability, tissue localization, protein perdurance, or development of a phenotype that precludes multiple feeding cycles after regeneration. Assess knockdown levels by simply screening for penetrance of phenotype (if apparent), or by qPCR approaches to compare targeted mRNA levels with negative control cohort.

4. Representative results:

The trunk fragment regenerative assay is cutback such that all worms should regenerate with normal anterior-posterior (‘head to tail’) polarity. This can be scored as soon as five days after cutting, facilitated by the emergence of the anterior eyespots (asterixed, Figure 1A). However, complete morphological restoration of lost structures occurs after one week. Pharmacological manipulation of trunk fragment regeneration by PZQ to yield two-headed worms (Figure 1B) is also robust (EC50=87 (+) 11% bipolar fragments, 70μM PZQ for 48 hours[20]). Bipolarity occurs over a single regenerative cycle. Lower efficacy in these assays likely relates to issues with drug solubility and/or storage, or use of a different flatworm species where PZQ is ineffective. For drugs with lower penetrance, an anteriorization index is often used to score intermediate phenotypes aside from complete bipolarity[22]. Phenotypes resulting from RNAI of positive control constructs are shown in Figure 1: RNAI of *Dugesia japonica* *six-1* (Dj-*six-1*) results in an eyeless phenotype[23] (Figure 1C), RNAI of *Dugesia japonica* *PC2* (Dj-*PC2*) results in a loss of the light aversion response[24] (Figure 1D) and RNAI of *Dugesia japonica* *βcatenin-1* (Dj-*βcatenin-1*) results in a two-headed phenotype[16-19, 21] from trunk fragments (Figure 1E). These phenotypes can be achieved using the following simple RNAI protocols: Dj-*six-1* (FFxFx), Dj-*PC2* (FFFx), Dj-*βcatenin-1* (FFxFxFx), where F=feeding cycle and x=regenerative cycle respectively.
Figure 1: Trunk fragment regeneration assay. A. Left, image of planarian (top) and schematic (middle) to show location of excised trunk fragment. Right, timecourse of trunk fragment regeneration showing appearance of regenerating fragment at indicated times (days). B. Image of two-headed planarian produced by PZQ exposure. C. ‘Eyeless’ worm produced by Dj-six-1 RNAi. D. Loss of light aversion response in immobile Dj-PC2 RNAi worms (stained red), compared to mobile control worm (stained green). E. Bipolar planarian produced by Dj-β-catenin-1 RNAi. In B-E, the original anterior end of the RNAi worms is oriented to the left.

Figure 2: Sequence of feeding and cutting cycles for typical RNAi protocol comprising multiple feedings (F), and regenerative cycles (x) that is effective for knockdown of many genes in D. japonica. Modification of this protocol for individual genes may be needed to yield optimal results, for example using a fewer (parentheses) or a greater number of feeding and regenerative cycles.

Discussion

The protocols described here detail assays for studying and manipulating regeneration of the planarian Dugesia japonica. They are simple and do not require specialized equipment such that they can be easily performed in the laboratory or classroom. Assays can be performed individually, or combined (for chemical genetic screening of drug efficacies in vivo) and can be performed at the candidate gene level, or are...
adaptable to unbiased, higher throughput screening\(^5\). Whether for studying the intriguing biology of planarians in their own right, or for assessing in vivo function of mammalian homologues in an alternative model for studying tissue regeneration, these approaches should catalyze interest from a diverse range of researchers.
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